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Convergence of the Random Vortex Method in 
Three Dimensions * 

(Revised) 

Ding-Gwo Long 

Abstract 

The convergence of the random vortex method in R 3 is proved. 
An almost optimal rate of convergence is obtained. The convergence 
follows from the consistency and the stability of the method. Since 
the motion of the vortices is random, the major task of the paper is to 
incorporate appropriately the stochastic elements of the method in all 
parts of the proof. The framework established earlier for proving the 
convergence of the random vortex method in R 2 is adapted to treat 
vortex stretching, a mechanism absent in two dimensional fluid flows. 
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1 Introduction 

The random vortex method wa.s introduced by Chorin [6] to simulate viscous 
incompressible fluid flows governed by Na.vier-Stokes equations 

au - + (u · V)u {}t 
V·u 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where u is the velocity field, pis the pressure, a.nd vis the kinematic viscosity. 
By taking the curl of equation (1.1), the vorticity field w = V X u satisfies 
the equation 

aw 2 8t + (u · V)w = (Vu) ·W + vV w (1.3) 

a.nd the velocity is determined by the vorticity through the Biot-Sa.va.rt La.w 

u(x,t) = f K(x- y) ·w(y,t) dy 
}R3 

where K is a. matrix-valued kernel given by 

1 X 
K(x, t) = - 411" lxl3 X • 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

The terms (u· V)w, (Vu)·w, a.nd vV2w in (1.3) represent convection, stretch
ing, a.nd diffusion of the vorticity, respectively. In two dimensions w is per
pendicular to u a.nd there is no stretching of the vorticity. The random 
vortex method uses finitely ma.ny particles called vortices ea.ch carrying a. 
vorticity vector to approximate the vorticity field. The vortices evolve ac
cording to the approximate velocity field which in turn is determined by the 
vortices through a. discrete analogue of (1.4). The viscous diffusion is sim
ulated by adding random perturbations to the motion of the vortices. The 
random perturbations a.re independent Ga.ussia.n random walks or indepen
dent Brownian motions (Wiener processes) depending on the time being 
discrete or continuous. If the boundary is present, then the non-slip bound
ary condition ca.n be satisfied by creating vorticity on the boundary. For a. 
general introduction of the method, see [8). The random vortex method is 
particularly suitable for flows a.t high Reynolds number since in these flows 
the vorticity is usually concentrated in regions which a.re much sma.ller com
pared to the total fluid volume. Moreover, unlike the difference methods, 
the step of simulating the viscous diffusion by random walks does not intro
duce numerical viscosity which ma.y swamp the effects of physical viscosity. 

II 
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For numerical computations using the random vortex method, see e. g. [6], 
[7], [9], [13], [25]. 

Various partial results on the convergence of the vortex method have 
been proved. For inviscid flows (i. e. v = 0) in two and three dimensions 
without boundaries, the convergence results have been established by the 
works of Hald [17], Beale and Majda [2, 3], Cottet [10, 11], Anderson and 
Greengard [1], and Beale [5]. In this case the evolution of the vortices 
is described by a finite system of ODE's. There are two versions of the 
inviscid vortex method in R 3 • Their difference lies in the updating of the 
vortex stretching. Beale and Majda [2, 3] proposed and proved a version in 
which the vortex stretching is incorporated through a Lagrangian update. 
Later Anderson and Greengard [1] proposed the other version in which the 
vortex stretching is obtained by differentiating the computed velocity field. 
Its convergence was proved by Beale [5]. 

It is difficult to generalize the version in [2, 3] to a random vortex method 
yet the version in [1] can be converted to a random vortex method simply by 
adding independent Brownian motions to the motion of the vortices. Thus 
the evolution of the vortices is described by a finite system of stochastic 
differential equations {abbreviated as SDE's). Esposito and Pulvirenti [12] 
proved a "propagation of chaos" {law of large numbers) type of result on 
the convergence in R 3 which is similar to an earlier result by Marchioro 
and Pulvirenti [23] in two dimensions. Their results are not satisfactory 
from the point of view of numerical computation since there is no rate of 
convergence. The satisfactory results should be of "large deviation" type. 
Moreover, the analysis of the random vortex method should generalize that 
of the inviscid vortex method since the former is a random perturbation 
of the latter. Goodman [16] considered and proved the convergence of a 
version of the random vortex method in which the initial positions of the 
vortices are randomly chosen. This version is not used in actual compu
tation and the approach in [16] is not generalized from the analysis of the 
inviscid vortex method. As a consequence the rate of convergence obtained 
in [16] is not optimal. Based on the works in the inviscid vortex method 
mentioned above, the author [20] constructed a unified framework to analyze 
the random vortex method. He used a large deviation estimate (Bennett's 
inequality) to prove an almost optimal rate of convergence in R 2 • 

In this paper we consider the random vortex method in R 3 with contin
uous time and prove almost optimal results on the convergence. Aspects of 
time discretization will be discussed in [21]. The approach in the present 
paper is based on the framework in [20] and the analysis of the vortex 
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stretching in [5]. However, more advanced probability theory is required 
to treat the random vortex stretching. In [5] and [20] the convergence fol
lows immediately from the consistency and the stability. Here in the proof 
of convergence one needs to use stochastic calculus and continuous martin
gales to estimate the error of vorticity in the negative Sobolev space. The 
main results are stated in Section 3 and they are uniform with respect to 
the viscosity v E [0, vo] for arbitrary vo > 0. 

The consistency error consists of three components: the moment error, 
the discretization error, and the statistical error. They are of the order 
6m, 6(h/6)L, and h(h/6)112 llnhl, respectively. his the lattice spacing and 
it is proportional to N- 113 where N is the number of vortices used in the 
computation. 6 is required to be of the order hq with 0 < q < 3/5. The 
positive integers m and L will be defined in Section 2. For smooth flows 
one can choose m and L to be large. Consequently the statistical error is 
the dominant error in terms of order. It follows from central limit theorem 
that the estimate for the statistical error is almost optimal-within a factor 
of lln hi. One expects that the statistical .error decreases to zero as the 
viscosity v -+ 0. The detailed v-dependence of the statistical error will be 
treated in [22]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief 
summary of the inviscid vortex method and its convergence results. In Sec
tion 3 we formulate the random vortex method and state the main theorem 
on the convergence. The theorem is proved in Section 7, following the proofs 
of the consistency and the stability in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Several 
estimates frequently used in proving the consistency and the stability are 
gathered in Section 4. 
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2 lnviscid Vortex Method 

The vorticity-stream formulation of in viscid incompressible fluid flows in R 3 

is ow 8t + (u · V)w = (Vu) ·W (2.6) 

u(x,t) = f K(x- y) ·w(y,t) dy 
}R3 

where K is defined in (1.5). The evolution of the vorticity field expressed in 
terms of Lagrangian coordinates is given by 

dw 
dt(t;a) = [Vu(x(t;a),t)] ·w(t;a) 

where the particle trajectory x(t;a) is the solution of the ODE 

dx 
dt(t;a) = u(x(t;a),t) 

with the initial data 
x(O;a) =a. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

By expressing u and Vu in terms of x(t; a) and w(t; a), we have the particle 
trajectory formulation 

dx h -d (t; a)= K(x(t; a)- x(t; a'))· w(t; a') da' 
t R3 

(2.9) 

dwd (t;a)= [ f VK(x(t;a)-x(t;a'))·w(t;a')da']·w(t;a) 
t JR3 

(2.10) 

By discretizing (2.9) and (2.10), Anderson and Greengard (1] proposed the 
following vortex method 

dWi 
dt 

with the initial data 

= L:Ks(xi- xi) ·Wjh3 

j 

[2:VKs(xi- Xj) ·Wjh3
] ·Wi 

j 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 
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where ai = h · i with i E Z3 are lattice points of spacing h > 0, Ks is a 
smoothed kernel with 

and the initial vorticity w( ·, 0) is assumed to have bounded support. The 
choice of the smoothing function 1/J is closely related to the accuracy of 
the method. We denote that 1/J E M L,m if it satisfies the following three 
conditions: 

(i) f 1/J(x)dx=l. 
}R3 

(ii) f xf3¢(x) dx = 0, for all multi-indices {3 with 1:::;; lf31:::;; m- 1. 
}R3 

(iii) 1/J E CL(R3 ) and 1/J decreases rapidly at infinity. 

Examples of 1/J can be found in [4] and [5]. 
The convergence of the method was proved by Beale [5]. The main result 

in [5] is summarized in the rest ofthis section. Before stating the main result, 
we need to introduce certain notations. The computed velocity is denoted 
by 

To analyze the method, we introduce a reference velocity 

which is obtained from the exact particle paths 

and the exact vorticity vectors 

The discrete velocities evaluated at xi(t) and Xi(t) are denoted by 

ufet) 

ufet) 

u:h(xi(t), t) 
uh(xi(t),t), 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

·if 
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respectively. The gradients of the velocity fields Vuh, Vuh, Vuf, Vuf are 
defined as in (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), and (2.16) with K6 replaced by V K5. 
The error Xi- Xi is estimated in the discrete LJ:-norms defined by 

llfillo,p,h = { E lfdPh3
}

11P. 
i 

The error Wi- Wi is estimated in the discrete negative Sobolev space Wh" 1
'P 

with the norm 

II F II 1(/i,gi)hl 
Ji -l,p,h = sup II II 

g;EW~·p• gi l,p•,h 

where 
Cfi,gi)h = E figih3 

' 
and 

3 

llgilli~p•,h = llgill~~p•,h + E IIDt gill~~p•,h 
1=1 

is the norm of the discrete Sobolev space w~·P· with nt being the forward
difference operator in the lth coordinate direction and (1/p) + (1/p*) = 1. 

The main results on the convergence are stated in the next theorem. 

Theorem 1 Assume that the velocity field u(x,t) is smooth enough, that 
the initial vorticity is supported in a bounded domain !l, and that ,P E ML,m 
with m ~ 4. Then for all sufficiently small h and 6, 6 = cohq with co, q 
fixed and 1/3 < q < 1, we have the following estimates 

(1) Convergence of particle paths 

(2) Convergence of discrete velocity 

(3) Convergence of continuous velocity 

max lluh( ·, t) - u( ·, t)IILP(B(Ro)) ~ C[6m + ( h/ 6)L] 
09~T 

where the constant C only depends on T, L, m, p, q, Ro, the diameter of 
!l, and the bounds for a finite number of derivatives of the velocity field. 
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The convergence results followfrom the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 2.1 (Consistency Lemma) Under the same assumptions as in 
Theorem 1, we have 

(C1) iuh(x,t)- u(x, t)i ~ C[!Sm + IS(hf«S)L] 

(C2) IVuf(t)- Vu(xi(t), t)i ~ C[!Sm + (hfo)L] 

uniformly in x and t for lxl ~ Ro and 0 ~ t ~ T where the constant C only 
depends on T, L, m, Ro, the diameter ofsuppwo, and the bounds for a finite 
number of derivatives of u( x, t). 

Lemma 2.2 (Stability Lemma) Under the same assumptions as in The
orem 1, choose f and p so that 0 < f < q/2, 2f < 3q- 1, and p > 3/L 
If 

17(t) = llxi(t)- xi(t)llo,p,h + IIWi(t)- wi(t)II-I,p,h ~ hmq-E 

for some time t with 0 ~ t ~ T, then the following estimates 

(S1) lluf(t)- uf(t)llo,p,h ~ C77(t) 

(S2) I!Vuf(t)wi(t)- Vuf(t)wi(t)ll-t,p,h ~ C77(t) 

hold where the constant C is independent oft. 

Remark One may ask the following two questions. 

1. Can one use w;1·P-norms to estimate the consistency error in (C2) 
instead of the pointwise estimate so that the discretization error can 
be improved by a factor of o? 

2. Is the constraint 1/3 < q in Theorem 1 necessary? 

The answer for the first question is yes and the answer for the second ques
tion is no. More details can be found in Sections 3 and 7. 
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3 Random Vortex Method 

The natural generalization of equation (2.8) for particle paths is the SDE 

dX(t; a)= u(X(t; a), t) dt + .../2V dW(t) (3.1) 

with the initial data 
X(O;a) =a 

where W(t) is a standard Brownian motion in R 3 • W(t) is a stochastic 
process characterized by the following properties: 

1. W(O) = 0. 

2. For 0 ~ to ~ t1 ~ · · · ~ tn, the increments 

W(tn)- W(tn-t), W(tn-t)- W(tn-2), ... , W(tt)- W(to) 

are independent. 

3. The three components of the increment W(t)- W(s) are independent 
Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance t - s. 

4. The sample paths of W(t) are continuous. 

The equation for vorticity stretching remains in the same form: 

dw 
dt(t; a)= [Vu(X(t; a), t)]· w(t; a) (3.2) 

with the initial data 
w(O;a) = w(a,O). 

Since the diffusion coefficient v'2i/ is a constant, the SDE (3.1) is equivalent 
to the integral equation 

X(t;a)=a+ fotu(X(s;a),s)ds+.../2VW(t). (3.3) 

The integral equation (3.3) can be solved sample path by sample path. 
Since each sample path of W(t) is continuous, the integral equation (3.3) 
has a unique continuous solution by the method of successive approximation. 
Since V · u = 0, the map a 1--+ X ( t; a) is a volume preserving diffeomorphism 
for each sample path w. 
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It turns out that the velocity can be expressed as 

u(x, t) = f K(x- y) ·w(y,t) dy 
}R3 

f E[K(x- X(t;a)) ·w(t;a)] da 
}R3 

(3.4) 

where E denotes the expectation with respect to the Wiener measure. (3.4) 
is a generalized version of the Feynman-Kac formula. For the sake of com
pleteness we give a derivation of (3.4). The derivation is based on the Trot
ter product formula. It is sufficient to show that for any vector function 
f E L2(R3) n Loo(Ra), 

(f,w) = j f(x) · w(x, t) dx = j E[f(X(t;a)) · w(t; a)] da. 

We can write the vorticity equation (1.3) as 

8w 
8t =(A+ B)w 

where 
A(x,t) = -[u(x,t). V] + vV2 

is the operator for convection and diffusion while 

B(x, t) = Vu(x, t) 

denotes the operator for stretching. The equation 

{)rz; 
- = Ar:v {)t 

(3.5) 

is both a backward and a forward equation since V · u = 0. Therefore the 
solutions of (3.5) satisfy the maximum principle and the fundamental solu
tion G( x, t; y, s) is the transition probability density of the diffusion process 
X(t). Let X(to) = xo be fixed. Then it follows from the Markov property 
of X(t) that for tn > tn-I > · · · > t1 > t0 , the joint probability density of 
X(tn), X(tn-I), ... , X(ti) is 

n 

IT G(xk, tk; Xk-1! tk-I)· 
k=l 

Let S(t, s) denote the solution operator of equation (3.5). i.e. 

r:v(x,t) = S(t,s)r:v(·,s) = j G(x,t;y,s)r:v(y,s)dy. 

(3.6) 
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The equation 
ow 
Bt(x,t) = B(x,t) ·w(x,t) (3.7) 

can be regarded as a system of ODE's with x being parameters. Let~( t, s; x) 
be the fundamental matrix of (3.7) with ~(s,s;x) =I. Let Wt(x) = w(x,t). 
By the Trotter product formula, 

n 

u,wt) = lim u, [II sk~kl . wo) 
n ..... oo 

k=1 

where sk = S(tk,tk-1), ~k = ~(tk,tk-1iX), tk = k~t, 0 ~ k ~ n, and 
~t = tfn. It follows from (3.6) that 

n 

u, [II sk~kl . wo) 
k=1 

= j · · · j j f(xn)[ IT G(xk, tk; Xk-1, tk-1)~(tk, tk-1i Xk-1)] 
k=1 

·wo(xo) dxodx1 · · · dxn 

= j E[f(X(tn)) · ~n(X(tn-1)) · · · ~1(X(to))]wo(xo) dxo. 

Therefore 

J 
n-1 

lim E[f(X(tn; a)) II ~(ti, ti-1i X(ti; a))· w(a, 0)] da 
n ..... oo 

i=1 

= j E[f(X(t;a)) ·w(t;a)] da. 

Equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4) lead to the random vortex method 

dXi(t) = [ E K6(Xi(t)- Xj(t)) · wi(t)h3
] dt + ..f2v dWi(t) (3.8) 

dwi(t) = 
dt 

j 

[E V Ks(Xi(t)- Xj(t)) · wi(t)h3
] • wi(t) 

j 

with the initial data 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

where Wi(t) are independent standard Brownian motions in R 3 . There are 
three stages of approximation in (3.8) and (3.9): 
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1. the kernel K being replaced by a mollified one Ks, 

2. the integral (3.4) being approximated by the discrete sum in (3.8), 

3. using the summation of the random vectors to approximate the sum
mation of their expectations provided that the number of the random 
vectors is large enough. 

Accordingly the error committed in each approximation is called the moment 
error, the discretization error, and the statistical error, respectively. They 
are the three components of the consistency error. 

To analyze the method we follow the strategy in the inviscid case by 
introducing the auxiliary processes 

dXi(t) 
dwi(t) 

dt 

u(Xi(t), t) dt + ~ dWi(t) 

[Vu(Xi(t), t)] · Wi(t) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

with the same initial data (3.10). Notice that equations (3.8) and (3.9) are 
coupled while equations (3.11) and (3.12) are not. Moreover, the motion 
and the stretching of different vortices in (3.11) and (3.12) are independent 
of one another. The main results are stated in the following theorem. 

Theorem 2 Assume that the velocity field u( x, t) is smooth enough, that 
the initial vorticity is supported in a bounded domain n, and that 1/J E ML,m 
with m 2:: 4. Then for all sufficiently small h and 8, 8 = eohq with co, q 
fixed and 0 < q < 3/5, we have the following estimates 

(1) Convergence of particle paths 

(2) Convergence of discrete velocity 

(3) Convergence of continuous velocity 

max lluh(·,t)- u(·,t)IILP(B(~)) < C[8m + h(h/8)112 llnhl] 
O$t:5T -

except for an event of probability less than hC"C provided that C 2:: C' where 
the constants C', C" > 0 only depend on T, L, m, p, q, Ro, the diameter 
of n, and the bounds for a finite number of derivatives of the velocity field. 

. .. 
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Notation Following the notation in [20], we will use the symbol a ~ b 
to denote that a ~ b except for an event of probability approaching to zero 
faster than any polynomial rate by choosing the constant C sufficiently large. 

The convergence follows from the consistency and the stability which are 
stated in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Before stating the lemmas, we need to define 
certain quantities. Let 

ei(t) X\(t)- Xi(t) 

ci( t) wi( t) - wi( t) 

be the errors in positions and vorticities, respectively. ei will be estimated 
in the space L: as in [20). In the inviscid case Ei was estimated in the 
space Wh" 1

'P which is defined on a Lagrangian lattice with spacing h. This 
approach does not work for the random vortex method since Xi(t) and Xi(t) 
are random. It is the same problem encountered in proving the stability 
lemma in two dimensions. We follow the approach in [20] by averaging the 
relevant quantities in Eulerian coordinates. Let 4> be a radially symmetric 
c= function with compact support in the unit ball and 

j 4>( x) dx = 1. 

For example, we may choose 

4>(x) = { a
0 

· exp {1/(lxl2 - 1)} if lxl < 1 
otherwise 

with the constant a determined by (3.13). We define 

c(x,t) = L4>>.(x- Xi(t))Ei(t) h3 

I 

where 
4>>.(x) = A-34>(A-1x) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

with A = hq', 0 < q < q' < 3/5. In the proof of convergence it is more 
convenient to estimate the continuous error c( x, t) in the potential space 
.c,-t,v which is equivalent to the negative Sobolev space w-t,v. The .c,-t,p_ 

norm is defined by 

llcll.c-1 ·P = IIH * cllv 
where H is the Bessel potential with its Fourier transform 

~ 1 
H(x) = (1 + 47r21xl2)1/2. 
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H has a singularity at 0 with 

H(x) = c1lxl-2 + o(lxl-2) as lxl -+ 0 

and H decreases rapidly at i~finity with 

H(x) =0(e-c2 1xl) as lxl-+ oo 

for some constants c1 and c2. See e. g. [27]. We will also need to estimate 
the error £i in the discrete space L~. The e,-I,p and LP norms of any other 
quantity fi associated with Xi are defined in the same fashion. i. e. 

llfill-l,p - II L </>>.(X- Xi(t)) /ih3 ll.c-l,p 

llfillo,p II L </>>.(x- Xi(t)) /ih3 IILP· 

For example, fi = Y'ufet)wi(t)- Y'u(Xi(t), t)wi(t) in (C3) of Lemma 3.1. 

Lemma 3.1 (Consistency) Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 
2, we have 

(C1) luh(x, t)- u(x, t)l ~ C[bm + h(h/b)112lln hi] 

(C2) l8i3uh(x, t)- 8i3u(x, t)l ~ C[bm + b-li31h(h/b)112lln hi] 

(C3) IIY'uf(t)wi(t)- Y'u(Xi(t), t)wi(t)II-I,p ~ C[om + h(hjo)112 lln hi] 

for C ~ C' where the constant C' only depends on the same parameters as 
in Theorem 2. 

Remark In [5) only the consistency estimate (C2) was used. One can 
afford to lose a power of b in the inviscid case since it can be compensated 
by large value of L. For the random vortex method, however, one has to do 
more refined analysis like (C3) in order to obtain optimal results. 

Lemma 3.2 (Stability) Let 

17(t) = llei(t)llo,p,h + llc(x, t)II-I,p + -XIIci(Y)IIo,p,h· 

In addition to the assumptions in Theorem 2, if 

max m~x lei(t)l ~ .\2 
0;5t;5T ~ 

max max lci(t)l -< .X, 
0;5t;5T i -

then the following estimates 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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(S1) llufet)- uf(t)llo,p,h ~ c.,(t) 

(S2) llof3uf(t)- 813uf(t)llo,p,h ~ C6-113l[llei(t)llo,p,h + 6llci(t)llo,p,h], I.BI ~ 1 

(S3) IIVuf(t)wi(t)- Vuf(t)wi(t)ll-t,p ~ c.,(t) 

hold where the constant C only depends on the same pammeters as in The
orem 2 excluding m and Ro. In particular, C is independent ofT. 
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4 Basic Estimates 

We list several estimates which will be applied throughout the rest of the pa
per. Lemma 4.1 was used to estimate the discretization error of the inviscid 
vortex method. Lemma 4.2, a generalization of Lemma 4.1, will be needed 
to estimate the discretization error of the random vortex method. It turns 
out that Lemma 4.2 is also needed in estimating the variances occuring in 
the statistical error and in the stability estimate. 

Lemma 4.1 IfF E CJ'(Rd) with L ~ d + 1, then the following estimate 

I I: F(h·i)hd- h F(a)dai~ChL·max(ll8fFIIu,···,ll8fFIIu) 
iEZd Rd 

for the quadrature error holds and the constant C only depends on d. 

See [1] for a proof by using Poisson's summation formula. When applied to 
the inviscid vortex method in computing the velocity field the function F is 
of the form 

F(a) = Ks(x- x(t;a)) ·w(t;a) 

where t, x are fixed and a is the Lagrangian coordinates. For random vortex 
method the function F is the expectation of the functional 

F(aiw) = Ks(x- X(t;a)) ·w(t;a). ( 4.1) 

where X(t; a) is determined by the integral equation 

X(t; a)= a+ fat u(X(s; a),s) ds + v'2Vw(t) (4.2) 

with w(t) E C[O, T] being sample paths of a standard Brownian motion. 
Notice that w(t; a) is a smooth function of the initial position a and a 
functional of the sample path w. The form of the functional F leads to the 
formulation of the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.2 Let X(t; a) be the solution of the SDE 

dX(t; a) = u(X(t;a), t) dt +..;?; dW(t) 

in Rd with the initial data X(O; a)= a E Rd where V · u = 0, u E CL(Rd x 
[0, T]), L ~ d + 1, and all the spatial derivatives of u( ·, t) up to the order L 
are uniformly bounded. Let F(a, t) be the expectation of the functional 

F(a, tiw) = f(X(t;a)) · g(aiw) 



.. 
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where f E Cf(Rd), L ~ d + 1, and g as a function of a is supported in a 
bounded domain n. Then we have the following estimate for the quadmture 
error 

max I L F(h·i,t)hd- I F(a,t)dal 
O$t~T iEZd }Rd 

:::; ChLm;xiiYIIL,oo 'E {1 io13 f(x)ldx+ sup io13 f(x)l} 
O~l/31~£ lxi~R lxi>R 

where R > 0 is arbitrary and the constant C only depends on d, T, L, the 

diameter of fl, and maxl~l/31~£ llo13 ull£oo(Rdx[0,11). 

Proof: After applying Lemma 4.1 with respect to each sample path and 
then taking the expectation, we have 

I 'E E[F(h · ilw)] hd- I E[F(alw)] dal :::; ChL ·sup max llof .F(·Iw)llv 
iEZd }Rd w 19~d 

where the constant C only depends on d. We then estimate llof Fllv for 
l = 1,. ··,d. By direct differentiation we know that ofF are sums of finite 
terms of the form 

E[(of3 f)(X(t; a)). II (ffY X(t;a))K(-y). o~'g(t;a)] (4.3) 
l~hi~L 

where /3,/, K.,JL are multiple indices with 0:::; 1/31, Ill, IK-1, IJLI :::; L. To apply 
lemma 4.1 we need to show that all the partial derivatives o'YX(t;a) up to 
order L are uniformly bounded with respect to w. By differentiating ( 4.2) 
with respect to a, the first order partial derivatives of X(t; a) satisfy the 
integral equations 

a lot a £lX(t;a) = v1 + [Vu(X(s;a),s)] · [£lX(s;a)] ds 
u~ o ~ 

(4.4) 

where Vi is the unit vector in the lth coordinate direction with l = 1, ···,d. 
By repeated differentiation of ( 4.4 ), the integral equations for higher order 
derivatives are 

. (4.5) 
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where Y ( s) only contains the derivatives of u and X of orders lower than 
I,BI. Notice that (4.4) and (4.5) do not have explicit dependence on w. By 
applying Gronwall's inequality to (4.4), we have 

1
8
8 

X(t;a)j ~ exp[t·IIVuiiLoo]. 
O:J 

By induction and Gronwall's inequality, 

max max 18,8 X(t;a)l ~ C 
l~I.BI~L O~t~T 

(4.6) 

where Conly depends on L, T, and max1 ~1.BI~L ll8i3uiiLoo. It follows from 
( 4.3) and ( 4.6) that 

and 

L 18,8/(X(t;a))l da (4.7) 

f l8,8f(x)ldx (4.8) 
lx(t;O) 

< f 18,8 f(x)l dx + Area(f!) · sup 18,8 f(x)l. (4.9) 
Jixi~R lxi>R 

where (4.8) follows from the map o: ~-t X(t;o:) being a volume preserving 
diffeomorphism and ( 4.9) is obtained by splitting the domain X( t; f!) into 
two parts: inside and outside the sphere lxl = R. This finishes the proof of 
the lemma. 

Since the Navier-Stokes equations are nonlinear, we need a uniform 
bound on the velocities u with respect to the viscosity v ranging in a com
pact set (say, 0 ~ v ~ v0 ) so that in later sections we can apply Lemma 
4.2 to obtain estimates uniform in [0, v0 ]. The next lemma from Kato [19] 
provides the bound. 

Lemma 4.3 Let u'-' denote a family of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equa
tions with the same initial data u0 E H 8 (R3 ), lluoiiH• ~ M, and s suf
ficiently large. Then the solution exists in C([O, T0 ]; H 8 (R3 )) for T0 < 
( C8 M)- 1 with 

.. 



.. 

.. 

., 

" 
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where C s depends on s but not on v. 

By Lemma 4.3 and Sobolev's lemma, max1$I.BI$L llo.Bull£oo(R3x(o,T)) is uni
formly bounded with respect to the viscosity v if the initial data is smooth 
enough. 

We also need the following estimates about Ks and its derivatives . 

Lemma 4.4 

(i) lo.B Ks(x)i ~ C6-2-I.BI, Yx E R3 . 

(ii) lo.B Ks(x)l ~ Clxi-2-I.BI, Ylxl ~ 6. 

See Lemma 5.1 on p.21 of [2). 

Lemma 4.5 

(i) r IKs(x)l dx ~ CR, '16 < 1. 
Jlxi$R 

(ii) f lo.B Ks(x)l dx ~ Cln(R/6), for 1,61 = 1, 6 < 1. 
Jlxi$R 

(iii) f lo.B Ks(x)l dx ~ CR6I-I.BI, for 1,61 > 1, 6 < 1. 
Jlxi$R 

Lemma 4.5 follows from Lemma 4.4 by applying the pointwise estimates (i) 
and (ii) to the regions lxl ~ 6 and 6 ~ lxl ~ R, respectively. Notice that H;... 
satisfies the same inequalities in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 with 6 replaced by >. 
since H and K has the same order of singularity at 0. 

Lemma 4.6 (Generalized Young's Inequality) Let(U,/L) and(V,v) be 
two measure spaces and J be a measurable function on the product space 
(U X V,/L X v). Let 

f(x) = fv J(x, y)g(y) dv(y) (4.10) 

where g is a measurable function on (V, v) such that the integral ( 4.10) exists 
a. e. I"· For 1 ~ p < oo, define 

Then we have 
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(ii) llfllv ::; IIIJIIIv llgll1 
(iii) llfllr::; IIIJIIIv llglls with r-1 = p-1 + s-1- 1. 

Proof: The proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar. See Section O.C in [14] for a 
proof of (i). Here we give a proof of (ii). We have 

lf(x)l < j IJ(x,y)llg(y)l dv(y) 

< ( j IJ(x,y)IPig(y)l dv(y))
11

P · ( j lg(y)l dv(y))
1
fp• 

by Holder's inequality where (1/p) + (1/p*) = 1. Therefore 

llfllv ::; ( fu [ IJ( x, Y)IPif(y)l dv(y) dJ.L( x)) 
1/P · llgll~fv• 

::; IIIJIIIv llgll1 

by Fubini's theorem. It follows from Holder's inequality that 

(4.11) 

(iii) follows from (ii ), ( 4.11 ), and Riesz 's convexity theorem. See e. g. Section 
V.1 in [26]. 

Lemma 4.7 (Calder6n-Zygmund Inequality) Let cT> E C1(R) be ho
mogeneous of degree zero. Assume that cT> satisfy the cancellation property 

f ci>(x) dO"= 0. 
Jsd-l 

ForgE LP(Rd), 1 < p < oo, define 

fe(x)= [ ~(x-~)g(y)dy. 
JIYI~e X- Y 

Then lime-+0 fe = f exists in LP and 

where the constant C only depends on cT> and p. 

See [27] for a proof. The next lemma is useful in estimating the statistical 
error. It is also needed in proving the stability lemma. 

'~ 



.. 
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Lemma 4.8 (Bennett's Inequality) Let S = L:i Yi be the sum of in
dependent bounded random variables Yi with mean zero and variance u;. 
Assume that IYil ~ M and L:iul ~ V. Then for all TJ > 0, 

1 P{ISI ~ TJ} ~ 2exp [- 2, 2v-1 B(MTJV-1
)] (4.12) 

where B(>.) = 2>.-2 [(1 + >.)ln(1 + >.)- >.], ). > 0, lim.\ ..... o+ B(>.) = 1, and 
B(>.)"' 2>.-1 ln). as). -too. 

For random vectors Yi in R3, we have 

by applying (4.12) to the three components . 
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5 Consistency 

The proof of (Cl) is almost the same as that in two dimensions. We decom
pose the error into 

luh(x,t)- u(x,t)l 

I I: Ks(x- Xi(t))wi(t)h3
- f K(x- y) w(y, t) dyl 

i ./}t3 

< I I: Ks(x- Xi(t))wi(t)h3
- I: E[Ks(x- Xi(t))wi(t)] h3

1 + 

I I: E[Ks(x- Xi(t))wi(t)] h3
- f E[Ks(x- X(t; a))w(t; a)] dal + 

i .l}t3 

I { Ks(x-y)w(y,t)dy- f K(x-y)w(y,t)dyl· ./}t3 ./}t3 
statistical error + discretization error + nioment error 

where I E[Ks(x- X(t;a)) ·w(t; a)] da =I Ks(x- y) ·w(y, t) dy follows from 
the generalized Feynman-Kac formula derived in Section 3. The moment 
error is bounded by Com by the same argument as in the inviscid case. It 
follows from Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 that the discretization error is 
bounded by C(hfo)Lo. We begin to estimate the statistical error. Let 

Yi = h3 [Ks(x- Xi(t)) · wi(t)- EKs(x- Xi(t)) · wi(t)]. 

We have EYi = 0, IYil ~ Ch3 o-2 = M, and 

I:VarYi 
i 

The summation in (5.1) can be approximated by the integral 

in EIKs(x- X(t;a)) ·w(t;aW da 

(5.1) 

with an error less than co-1(hfo)L by the equality IK(x)l2 = 1"~7 2 K(x)l and 
Lemmas 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5. Since w( t; a) is bounded, 

k EIKs(x- X(t; a))· w(t; aW da 



< fo EIKs(x- X(t;a))l2 da 

= f f IKs(x-y)I 2G(y,t;a,O)dyda lolRa 
= f IKs(x- YWw(y, t) dy 

}R3 
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where G is the fundamental solution of (3.5) and w(y, t) is the solution of 
(3.5) with the initial data 

w(a O) = { 1 if lal E 0 
' 0 otherwise. 

Since lw(y, t)l < 1 and f w(y, t) dy = Area(O), 

f IKs(x- y)l2w(y, t) dy 
}R3 

~ f IKs(zW dz + Area(O) · sup IKs(zW 
Jlzi~R lzi>R 

~ c8-1 

by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. Therefore V = Li Var}'i ~ Ch38-1 • By Bennett's 
inequality, we have 

P{l L l'il ~ Ch(h/8)112 11n hi} 
i 

< 6exp{- !c2h38-1 llnhi2V-1B[MCh(h/8)112llnhiV-1]} 
6 

< exp{- CtC2Ilnhi2B[C2C(h/8)3/21lnhl]} 

< exp { - C3Ciln hl 2} 
< hCaCIInhl. 

This completes the proof of (C1). The proof of (C2) is the same as (C1) 
except that Ks is replaced By {)/3 Ks. Therefore, the right hand side loses a 
factor of 81/31 in both the discretization error and the statistical error. 

(C1) and (C2) are estimates for a fixed point x. It follows from (C1) and 
(C2) that for lattice points Zk = h2 ·kin any ball B(R), 

(5.2) 
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In Section 6 we will use (5.2) and (5.3) combining with the stability estimates 
· (Sl) and (S2) to obtain the LP estimates: 

lluh(x, t)- u(x, t)llo,p ~ C[8m + h(h/8)1
/

2 lln hi]. (5.4) 

llo.Buh(x,t)- a.Bu(x,t)ilo,p ~ C[8m + s-I.Bih(h/8)1/ 2 lln hi]. (5.5) 

In the convergence proof we will also need the following consistency estimates 
at the locales of the vortices: 

m?J( luf{t)- u(Xi(t), t)l ~ C[8m + h(h/8)112 lln hi] (5.6) 
t 

m?J( IVuf(t)- Vu(Xi(t), t)l ~ C[8m + (h/8)3
/

2 lln hi]. (5.7) 
t 

To justify (5.6) and (5.7), we introduce an independent copy Xf of Xi. By 
(Cl), (C2), Ks(O) = 0, and V K6(0) = 0, we have 

luf<t) + Ks(Xi(t)- Xf(t)) ·wih3
- u(Xi(t),t)l (5.8) 

~ c[sm + h(h/8)112 1lnhl] 

and 
IVuf(t) + V Ks(Xi(t)- Xi(t)) · Wih3

- Vu(Xi(t), t)l (5.9) 

~ C[8m + (h/8)3121ln hi]. 

Since IKs(x)l ~ C6-2 and IVKs(x)l ~ C6-3 , (5.6) and (5.7) follow from 
(5.8) and (5.9), respectively. 

By definition the left hand side of (C3) is 

II I: <fJ>,(x- Xi)[Vuf(t)- Vu(Xi, t)]wih3 ll-t,p· (5.10) 
t 

We expand Vuf(t) and Vu(Xi, t) around x: 

Vuh(Xi, t) = Vuh(x, t) + [(Xi - x) · V]Vuh(x, t) 

+~[(Xi- x) · V] 2Vuh(x,t) 

+···+~[(Xi- x) · VtVuh(x + ~' t) 
n. 

= -f_O) + il) + • • • + tn) 
t t ' 



Vu(Xi,t) = Vu(x,t) +[(Xi- x) · V]Vu(x,t) 

+~[(Xi- x) · V]
2
Vu(x, t) 

+···+~![(Xi- x) · VtVu(x + Yi',t) 

= s(O) + il) + ... + s(n) 

' ' ' 
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where [(Xi- x). V]1 = EI.BI=I(Xi- x)f3[)f3 and we ignore the fact that Yi 
and Yi' may depend on the components. The l-th order term(~')- s~'>)wi, 
l = 0, · · ·, n- 1, in (5.10) is the summation over 1,61 = l of the terms 

a13v[uh(x,t)- u(x,t)]. LcP.\(x- Xi). (Xi- x)f3wih3
• 

i 

We need the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.1 For multi-indices (3, let 

w13•h(x,t) = L cP.\(x- Xi(t)) · (Xi(t)- x)13wi(t)h3
• (5.11) 

i 

The proof of Lemma 5.1 will be given at the end of the section. It follows 
from Lemma 5.1 and (5.5) that 

II(~'> - s~'>)will-l,p < L 11813V[uh- u] · w13•hii-I,p 
l/31=1 

< L llw13•hlll,oo ·11813V[uh- u]II-I,p 
l/31=1 

-< C1AI.BI ·llo13 [uh- u]llo,p 
-< CAf3[om + o-I.Bih(h/6)112 1ln hi] 

< C[om+h(h/6)1/2 llnhl]. 

The n-th order term will be estimated in LP-norm. We consider the decom
position 

uh(x + Yi,t)- u(x + Yi',t) 

= [uh(x + Yi, t)- u(x + Yi, t)] + [u(x + Yi, t)- u(x + Yi', t)]. 
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Since <P is supported in lxl < 1, only those xi with IXi - xi $ A have 
contribution. For those Xi's we have IYi- Y/1 $ 2-X and it follows from the 
smoothness of u that 

IHcxi- x). vr. V[u(x + Yi,t)- u(x + Y/,t)] •Willo,p $ c..xn+l. 

By (5.5), 

and hence 

I He xi- x). vr. V[uh(x + Yi, t)- u(x + Yi, t)]. wdlo 
~ c..xn[om + o-n(hfo?12 pn hi] 

::::; C[om + h(h/h)112 1ln hi] 

,p 

11(:\")- s~n))wiii-I,p $ 11(:\")- s~n))willo,p ~ C[om + h(h/h)1
/

2 lln hi] 

provided that we choose n large enough such that ..xn+l $ om+h(h/h)112 lln hi, 
and ..xno-n $ h. This completes the proof of (C3). 

The proof of Lemma 5.1 requires the following lemma and Lemma 6.2. 
Lemma 5.2 asserts that the number density of the vortices is uniformly 
bounded with high probability. It turns out that Lemma 5.2 is also essential 
to the proof of the stability. 

Lemma 5.2 LetN(x,r,t) be the numberofvorticesXi(t) in the ball B(x,r) 
at time t. Then 

provided that r;::: hlln.hl. 

Proof. Define the function IE C0 (R3 ) by 

{ 

1 if y E B ( x, r) 
I(y) = </J(Iy~xl -1) if r :SlY- xi$ 2r 

0 otherwise 

where </J(x) = exp{lxl 2/(lxl 2 - 1)}. It is clear that the partial derivatives 
{)/3 I of order I,BI = L are bounded by Cr-L where the constant C depends 
only on L. We have 

h3 ·N(x,r,t) < h3 LI(Xi(t)) 

h3 L EI(Xi(t)) + h3 L {I(Xi(t))- EI(Xi(t))} 

expectation + fluctuation. 

.. 
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By applying Lemma 4.2 with J(y) = I(y), g(a) = 1, we can approximate 
the expectation h3 I:i EI(Xi(t)) by the integral In EI(X(t; a))da within an 
error 

L 

C1hL · 
3
:1rr3 I>-I ~ C2r3hL{L · (min(1,r)r£} ~ Cr3 

1=0 

provided that h ~ r. Moreover, 

f EI(X(t; a)) da ~ f f G(y, t; a, 0) dy da ~ f dy = 3
3
2

1rr3 

Jn Jn JB(x,2r) JB(x,2r) 

where G is the fundamental solution of (3.5). Therefore the expectation is 
less than Cr3 if r 2:: h. 

We use Bennett's inequality to estimate the fluctuation. Let 

L Var}'i ~ h6 L E(I(Xi(t))] 2
• 

i i 

We apply Lemma 4.2 with f(y) = E(I(Xi(t))] 2
, g(a) = 1, to approximate 

h3 2:iE[I(Xi(t))]2 by the integral In E[I(X(t;a))]2 da within an error 

L 

C1hL · 
3
:11'r3 L:r-1 ~ C2r3hL{L · [min(1,r)r£} ~ Cr3 

1=0 

provided that h ~ r. Furthermore 

f E[I(X(t;a))] 2 da ~ f f G(y, t;a, 0) dy da ~ f dy = 
3
3
2

1rr3 . 
Jn Jn JB(x,2r) JB(x,2r) 

Therefore Ei Var}'i ~ Cr3h3 if r 2:: h. According to Bennett's inequality, 

P{ I L: Yil 2:: Cr2 hlln hi} 
i 

1 < 2exp {- 2(Cr2hlln hl)2 
• C1r-3h-3 · B(h3Cr2 hlln hiCir-3h-3]} 

< exp { - C2C2Iln hl 2 
• B[C2Cr-1 hlln hi]} 

< exp {- C3Ciln hl2} 
= hC3Cilnhl 
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provided that r-1 hlln hi stays bounded. Hence the fluctuation 

I L Yil ::S Cr2hlln hi ~ Cr3 

' 

if hlln hi ~ r. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We begin to prove Lemma 5.1 by decomposing wf3,h into the expectation 

Ewf3,h and the fluctuation wf3,h - Ewf3,h. It suffices to show that 

and 
lot [wf3,h( x, t) - Ewf3,h( x, t )JI ::S C .xlf31. 

Ewf3,h is a discrete approximation of the integral 

f E[¢.\(x- X(t;a)) · (X(t;a)- x)f3 ·w(t;a)] da 
}R3 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

f 4>.\(x-y)·(y-x)f3·w(y,t)dy (5.14) 
}R3 

where (5.14) follows from the generalized Feynman-Kac formula. let 

f is supported in lxl <.-\and 18., Jl ~ c.x-4-bl+lf31. It follows from Lemma 
4.2 that the discretization error 

Moreover, we have 

lo1 j ci>>.(x- y) · (y- x)f3 · w(y, t) dyl 

= I j 4>.\(x- y) · (y- x)f3 · Otw(y, t) dyl 

< .xlf3l · llw( ·, t)III,oo 
< c.xlf31 

since the flow is assumed to be smooth enough. Therefore 
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We apply Bennett's inequality to estimate the fluctuation which is the sum 
of the random vectors 

The summation on the right hand side of (5.15) can be approximated by the 
integral 

in E{[f(x- X(t; a))]2 
· w2 (t; a)} da 

with an error less than C hL A 21.61-(L+S). Since w( t; a) is bounded, 

in E{[f(x- X(t; a))] 2 
• w2 (t; a)} da 

< C in E[f(x- X(t; a))] 2 da 

= f f [f(x- y)] 2G(y, t; a, 0) dy da 1n1R3 
< f [f(x- y)] 2 dy JR3 
< c A21.61-s. 

Therefore V = L:i Varl'i ~ C2h3 A21.61-S. By Bennett's inequality, 

< 6 exp {- ~C2Ci1 h-3 A5 B(CCtCi1 A)} 
6 . ' 

< exp {- C3C2(A5 /h3
)} 

which goes to zero faster than polynomial rate since A = hq' with 0 < q' < 
3/5. This proves (5.13) for a fixed point x. For the lattice points Zk = h2 

• k 
in any ball B(R), we have 

mf' 18tw.6,h(zk, t)l :j CAI.61. 

If the radius R is sufficiently large (say, R = c0 lln hi), then it follows from 
Lemma 6.2 that maxi IXi(t)l :j R- 1. We have w.6,h(x,t) = 0 for lxl > R 
under the event maxi IXi(t)l ~ R- 1 since <P>. is supported in lxl < A. For 
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x E B(R), let Zk be the lattice point closest to x. By the Mean Value 
Theorem, 

a,wf3,h(x; t)- a,wf3,h(zk, t) 

= V[B1w{3,h(zk + Yk, t)) · (x- Zk) 

- V[Lf(zk + Yik- Xi)wih3
] • (x- zk) (5.16) 

where we ignore the fact that Yik may depend on the components. Since 
f is supported in lxl < .X, only those Xi's with lzk + Yik - Xil < .X has 
contribution to the summation in (5.16). It follows that these Xi's satisfy 

By Lemma 5.2, h3 • N(zk, 2-X, t) ~ C.X3 which implies that 

lv[ L f(zk + Yik- Xi)wih3
] • (x- zk)l ~ C(h/ .X)2 _xlf31. 

i 

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
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6 Stability 

The following lemma can be regarded as the discrete analogue of Lemma 
4.5. The proof of Lemma 6.1 is based on Lemma 5.2. These two lemmas 
are fundamental in the proof of the stability. 

Lemma 6.1 Let Mg> = max max lo.B K5(Xi- X;+ y)l. Then 
IYI$Co6 l.Bl=l 

"M~!)h3 ~ { Clln6l if l = 1 
~ IJ - C61- 1 ifl > 2. 

J -

Proof. We prove the case l = 1 and Co = 1 in detail. The proofs for 
general Co and l ~ 2 are almost the same. We write 

I: Mg> h3 + I: Mg> h3 + I: Mg> h3 

j IX;-X;I$26 26<IX;-X;I$2 IXj-X;I>2 

3(1) + 3(2) + 3(3). 

3(1) ~ Ct · (26)3 · C26-3 ~ C, by Lemmas 4.4 and 5.2. 
In order to estimate 3<2 l and 3<3>, we notice that I Xi - Xi I ~ 26 implies 

that 

It follows that 

2<3
> ~ c1 I: IXj- Xil-3h3 ~ c2 I: h3 ~ c 

1Xj-X;I~2 1Xj-X;I>2 

and 
(6.1) 

To estimate (6.1) we decompose the shellS= {x : 26 < lx- Xil ~ 2} 
intoN-2concentricshellsSn = {x: (n+l)b' < lx-Xil ~ (n+2)6}, 1 ~ n ~ 
N- 2 where N = [2/6] is the least integer greater or equal to 2/6. Let an= 
N(Xi, (n + 1)6,t) be the number of the vortices in the ball B(Xi, (n + 1)6). 

3(2
) < Ct I: IXj- Xil- 3h3 

XjES 
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N-2 

c1 L E IXj- Xil-3 h3 

n=1 XjESn 

N-1 

< c2 L: (n6)-3(an- fLn-1)h3 

n=2 

N-1 1 1 
C2{h3[~h~- ~~]- E [(n + 1)363 - n3P]anh3} (6.2) 

...: C {C + ~1 [..!... (3n2 + 3n + 1) . C (n + 1)363]} (6.3) 
2 3 ~ P n3(n + 1)3 4 

N-1 1 
< C2{C3+Cs L -} 

n=1 n 
< C6(1 +InN) 

< Clln61 
where (6.2) is obtained through summation by parts and (6.3) follows from 
Lemma 5.2. This completes the proof of the lemma. 

We begin to prove (S1) for a fixed time. Consider the decomposition 

j 

j 

j 

v~t) + v~2) + v~3). 

v~ 1 > can be estimated by the same arguments as in two dimensions. v~ 1 ), can 
be further decomposed into 

v?> I: [Ks(Xi- Xj)- Ks(Xi- Xj)] · wih3 + 
j 

j 

{11) + {12) 
vi vi . 

By the Mean Value Theorem, 

v~n) =LV' Ks(Xi- Xj + Yii) · ejWjh3 

j 
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where we ignore the fact that l'ii may depend on the components. Let 
Zi E A· Z3 be the lattice point nearest to Xi. Then 

where 

v~11 > =LV Ks(Zi- Zj) · ejWjh3 + r~ 1 > 
j 

r~ 1 > = L [VKs(Xi- Xj + l'ii)- VKs(Zi- Zj)] · ejWjh3
• 

j 

For each k E Z3 , let Qk be the cube centered at Zk and with side length A. 
We define fk to be the average of all ejWj with Xj E Qk. i. e. 

fk=A- 3 L eiw;h3
• 

XjEQk 

It follows from Lemma 5.2 that 

(6.4) 

and 

II 2::: V Ks(Zi- Zj) · e;wjh3 llo,p,h ~ Cll 2::: V Ks(zk- Zk') · fk•A3 IIo,p,>.· (6.5) 
j k' 

See [20] for detailed proofs. Let 9k = Ek' V Ks(zk- Zk' )fk•A3
• To show 

we express the sum 9k as the integral 

g(x) = f JC(x, x')J(x') dx' 
}Ra 

where f and g are piecewise constant functions defined by 

for x E Qk and 

J(x) 
g(x) = 

fk 

2::: V Ks(zk- Zk') /k•A3 

k' 

(6.6) 
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Since 11/llo,p = 11/kllo,p,-\ and IIYIIo,p = IIYkllo,p,,\, (6.6) is equivalent to IIYIIo,p ~ 
Cll/llo,p· We write 

K(x, x') = V Ks(x- x') + 'R(x, x') 

with 'R = K- V Ks. By the Mean Value Theorem, 

'R(x,x') = [(zk- x) + (x'- Zk')] · V 2Ks(zk- Zk' + Ykk')· 

By Calder6n-Zygmund inequality and Young's inequality, 

IIV Ks * !llo,p :::; Cll/llo,p· 

Furthermore, Lemma 6.1 is applicable to V2 Ks(zk- Zk' +Ykk') sincethe only 
property of xi used in the proof of the lemma is about the density of the 
points (Lemma 5.2). Hence it follows from generalized Young's inequality 
and Lemma 6.1 that 

II] 'R(x,x')J(x')dx'llo,p:::; c.xo-1 11/llo,p:::; Cll/llo,p· 

This proves (6.6). By (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6), we have 

112:VKs(Zi- Zj) ·ejWjh3 llo,p,h ~ C'lleiwillo,p,h:::; Clleillo,p,h· 
j 

To estimate r~ 1 > we apply the Mean Value Theorem to write 

r~ 1 > = E [V2 Ks(Xi- Xj + Yij) · Yij] · eiwih3 

j 

where Yij = Yij + (xi - Zi) - (Xj - Zj ). Since IYij I':::; 2..\ and IYijl :::; 3..\, it 
follows from generalized Young's inequality and Lemma 6.1 that 

To estimate v~ 12 ) we appply the Mean Value Theorem to write 

v~ 12 > = [2:V Ks(Xi- Xi+ Yii) ·wjh3
]· (X\- Xi)· 

j 

We will show that 

(6.7) 



which implies that 
llv~ 12 >llo,p,h ~ Clleillo,p,h· 

By the Mean Value Theorem, 

l:VKo(Xi- Xj + Yi3) ·w3h3 = l:VK0(Xi- Xj) ·w3h3 + r~2> 
j j 

where 
r~2 > = L:CYii · V)[V Ko(Xi - Xj + Yij )] · Wjh3 

j 
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with IYiil ~ 2..\2 and llijl ~ 2..\2 by the assumption (3.15). It follows from 
generalized Young's inequality and Lemma 6.1 that H2 >1 ~ C..\2 f6. More
over, since 

I EV Ko(Xi- X3) · Wjh3
- Vu(Xi, t)l ~ C[6m + (h/6)312 lln hi] 

j 

by (C2) and we assume that Vu(x, t) is bounded, 

m!t'CILVKo(Xi-Xj)·wih3 l ~c. 
' . 

1 

This proves (6.7). 
To estimate v~2>, we write 

v~2> = L K0(Xi- X3) · &jh3 

j 

h Ko(Xi - y )[ L </>>. (y - Xi) . & i h3
] dy + 

R3 j 

E [Ko(Xi- Xj)- Ko,>.(Xi- X3)] · &3h3 

j 

where Ko,>. = K0 * </>>.· To show that 

llv~21 >llo,p,h ~ Cllcill-t,p, (6.8) 

we follow a dualization procedure as in (5]. Let fi be any element in Lf 
and 

b(y) = E Ko(Xi- y) fih3
• 

' 
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Since 

and 
I( v?t), !i)hl :::; llcll-t,pllblh,p•' 

the estimate (6.8) follows from 

(6.9) 

By applying Calder6n-Zygmund inequality in a similar fashion as for v<n) , 

we obtain 

II E a,Ks(Xi- y) /ih3 llo,p• ~ Cllfillo,p•,_x. 
' 

Thus 

llv~ 21 )llo,p,h ~ Cllcill-t,p· 
For v~22 > we will show that 

E lKs(Xi- Xi)- Ks,.x(Xi- Xi)l h3 ~CA. 
j 

so that by generalized Young's inequality, 

By Taylor's expansion, we have 

Ks,.x(x) = j Ks(y)</>.x(x- y) dy 

= j {Ks(x) + [(y- x) · Y']Ks(x) + R(x,y)}</>.x(x- y) dy 

= Ks(x) + j R(x,y)</>.x(x- y) dy 

by J </>( x) dx = 1 and </> being symmetric, where the remainder 

rl 2 
R(x,y) = Jo (1- s)[(y- x) · Y'] Ks(x + s(y- x)) ds. 

Let 

"W(x) = Ks,.x(x)- Ks(x) = j R(x, y)</>.x(x- y) dy. 



• 
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It is clear that "iii' behaves like >..2V2 K 6• In particular, it follows from (i) of 
Lemma 4.4 that 

since 4>>. is a non-negative function supported in lxl ~ >... Moreover, by (ii) 
of Lemma 4.4, we have for lxl ~ 26, 

l"ili'(x)l < 9>..2ma.x max loi1K6(Y)Ij4>>.(x-y)dy 
lt1l=2ly-xl9 

< Ct>..2(lxl - >..)-4 

< C>..21xl-4 

since lxl - >.. ~ lxl - 6 ~ lxl/2 ~ 6. Therefore >..-2-q; satisfies the same 
estimates in Lemma 4.4 with 1.81 = 2. Since the proof of Lemma 6.1 is based 
on Lemma 4.4, the estimate in Lemma 6.1 with 1.81 = 2 is also applicable to 
>..-2w. Hence 

Ll"ili'(Xi -Xj)lh3 ~ C>..26-l ~ C>... 
j 

This finishes the estimate of v~2 >. 
We write v~3) as 

v~3 ) = L [V K6(Xi- Xj + Yij) · (ei- ej)] · Ejh3
• 

j 

Since lcjl ~ >.., it follows from generalized Young's inequality and Lemma 
6.1 that 

llv~3>llo,p,h ~ Clleillo,p,h· 

This finishes the stability estimate (S1) for a fixed time. 
For (S2) we will prove the case 1.81 = 1. The proof for 1.81 > 1 is similar. 

We consider the decomposition 

Vuf- Vuf = L [V K6(Xi- Xj)- V K6(Xi- Xj)] · wjh3 + 
j 

L v K6(Xi- Xj). Ejh3 + 
j 

L [V K6(Xi- Xj)- v K6(Xi- Xj)]. Ejh3 

j 

x~l> + x~2> + x~3>. 
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We write 

j 

j 

= E V2 Ks(X;- Xi+ Yii) · eiwih3 + 
j 

e; · E V2 Ks(X;- Xj + Z;j). Wjh3 

j 

x~n> + x~12). 

By Lemma 6.1 and generalized Young's inequality, we have 

II ~u> II II ~ 12 > II ~ c 6-1 lle ·II X, O,p,h, X, O,p,h - t O,p,h· 

For x< 2> it follows from the same argument for v~ 11 > that 

(2) . llx; llo,p,h ::S Cllc:;llo,p,h· 

Finally we write 

X~3 > = E [V2 Ks(Xi _,Xi+ Yii) · (ei- ei)J· E:jh3
• 

j 

Since lcil ::S >., it follows from generalized Young's inequality and Lemma 
6.1 that 

IIX~3>IIo,p,h ::S C >.6-1 lleillo,p,h ~ Clleillo,p,h· 
This completes the proof of (S2) with I,BI = 1 for a fixed time. In the proof 
of the convergence we will need the following variation of (S2): 

(6.10) 

To show (6.10) we write 

It follows from the assumption (3.16) and the consistency estimate (C2) that 
lw;l ::S C and IVufl ::S C, respectively. Therefroe (6.10) follows from (S2) 
with 1,8 I = 1. 

.. 



.. 

To prove (S3), we consider the following decomposition 

n-h- n h 
v ui Wi - v ui Wi 

{ L[V'Ks(Xi- Xj)- \i'Ks(Xi- X3)] ·Wjh3
} ·Wi + 

j 

:Lv Ks(Xi- x3). (w3wi- w3wi) h3 + 
j 

j 

= p~l) + p~2) + p~3). 
p~ 1 > can be written as 

j 

{ L (V Ks(Xi- X3)- V Ks(Xi- X3)] · w3h3
} • Wi 

j 

(11) + (12) 
Pi Pi · 

We begin to estimate 
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IIP~11 >II-t,p = II~ </>,x(x- Xi)· P~11 >h3 ll_ 1 ,p· (6.11) 
' 

By the Mean Value Theorem, 

p~11 > = [LV 2Ks(Xi- Xj + l'ii) ·eiwih3
] ·Wi 

j 

j 

j 

-- (11) + (11) fli ri 

with IYii I ~ >.2 • Since </>,x is supported in lxl < >., only those Xi's with 
IXi- xi <>.have contribution to the summation in (6.11). We use Taylor's 
expansion to obtain 

n-1 l 
= t; Tf[(Xi- x) · \7]

1
\72 Ks(x- X3) 

+~[(Xi- x) · VtV2 Ks(x- Xi+ }ij) 
n. 
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and write (!~11 > = (!~110 > + f!~m) + · · · + f!~11 n) accordingly. Notice that llijl < A 
since !Xi - xl < A. For (!~110 > we have 

lle~llO)II_:t,p = IHL: V2 Ks(x- Xj). ejWjh3
] ·W

0 'h11-l,p 
> j 

where w0 •h = Li<l>,x(x -Xi) ·Wih3 as defined in (5.11). Since llw0•hllt,= ~ C 
by Lemma 5.1, it is sufficient to estimate 

II L:V2 Ks(x- Xj) · eiwih3 ll_ 1,p 
j 

or equivalently, II Lj V K0(x- Xj) · ejWjh3 llo,p· We have 

II L:v Ks(x- Xj) · eiwih3 llo,p ~ Clleillo,p,h 
j 

by applying Calder6n-Zygmund inequality in the same fashion as for v(lt). 

For the higher order terms e<nl), l = 1, · · ·, n - 1, we apply Lemma 5.1, 
generalized Young's inequality, and Lemma 6.1 to obtain 

lle~11 l)ll.,..t,p ~ CtA1II L:V2+1Ks(x- Xj) · eiwjh3 ll_1 ,p 
j 

< C2A1II L:Vt+1Ks(x- Xi)· eiwih3 llo,p 
j 

~ C(Ajo)1lleillo,p,h 

< Clleillo,p,h· 

We can estimate the last term g< 11 n) in LP-norm for n large enough. By 
Lemma 6.1 and generalized Young's inequality, 

llfl~11 n)llo,p ~ CAnO-n-llleillo,p,h ~ Clleillo,p,h 

provided that An ~ on+I, i.e. n ~ qf(q'- q). To estimate r~11 > we apply 
Mean Value Theorem to write 

r~ 11 > = [LV3 Ks(Xi- Xj + Zij) · Yii · eiwih3
] ·Wi 

j 

with IZiil ~ IYiil ~ A2 • It follows from the generalized Young's inequality 
and Lemma 6.1 that 

.. 

.. 
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This finishes the estimate for p< 11>. 
To estimate p~12) we apply the Mean Value Theorem to obtain 

p~12> = LE V2 K6(xi- xi+ Y;j). wjh3
] • eiwi 

j 

with IYiil :5 2.X2 by the assumption (3.15). By following a similar argument 
as that for v< 12>, 

Therefore 

IIP~12 >IIo,p,h :5 Clleillo,p,h· 
To estimate p~2>, we consider the decomposition 

and write 

j 

+[2:VK6(Xi- Xj) ·Ejh3
] ·Ei 

j 

= p~21) + p~22) + p~23). 

j 

(6.12) 

To estimate p< 21 >, we follow the strategy for p< 11> by considering the Taylor's 
expansion 

n-1 1 = ~ Tf[(Xi- x) · V]
1
VK5(x- Xj) 

+~[(Xi- x) · VtVK6(x- Xj + Yij) 
n. 

with IYiil < A and write p~21 ) = p~210 ) + p~211 > + · · · + p~2tn) accordingly. For 
p~210 > we have 

IIP~210 >II-t,p = II[ LV K5(x- Xj) · Ejh3
] • w

0
'h ll_l,p 

j 

-< Cdii: V K5(x- Xj) · Ejh3 ll_1 ,p 
j 

< C2IIL K5(x- Xj) · cjh3 llo,p 
j 
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by Lemma 5.1. It follows from a similar argument for vC2> that 

II L: Ko(x- Xj) · &jh
3

llo,p :5 Cllcill-1,p· 
j 

For p~211 > we can use Lemma 5.1 and the argument for vC 11 > to obtain 

IIP~211 >11-1,p -< C1-XII L: V2 Ko(x- Xj) · &jh3 ll_1,p 
j 

< C2.XII LV K0(x- Xj) · &jh3 llo,p 
j 

-< C .XIIcillo,p,h· 

For the higher order terms pC 211>, l = 2, · · ·, n- 1, we can apply Lemma 5.1, 
generalized Young's inequality, and Lemma 6.1 to obtain 

II ~211) II P, -1,p -< C1-X1II L: VI+1 Ko(x- Xj) · &jh3 ll_1,p 
j 

< C2-X1II LV1K 0(x- Xj) ·cjh3 llo,p 
j 

-< C(.X/fl)1
-
1 .XIIcillo,p,h 

< C .XIIcillo,p,h· 

The last term p(2 ln) can be estimated in £P-norm for n large enough. It 
follows from the generalized Young's inequality and Lemma 6.1 that 

IIP~21 ")IIo,p :5 C _xnfJ-nllcillo,p,h ~ C -XIIcillo,p,h 

provided that n ~ q' / ( q' - q ). 
To estimate p~22 > we again consider the Taylor's expansion 

VKo(Xi- Xj) = 
n-1 1 
~ TI[(Xi- x). V]

1
V Ko(x- Xj) 

+~[(Xi- x) · VtV K 0(x- Xj + l'ii) 
n. 

with ll'iil < A and write p~22 ) = p~220 > + p~221 ) + · · · + p~22">. For p~220 ) we have 

II ~220)11 P, -1,p = II lL: V Ko(x- Xj) · Wjh
3

] • &(x, t)ll_1 ,p 

j 

< II L: V K0(x- Xj) · Wjh3 II 1,0 Jcll-1,p 
j 

--< Cllcll-1,p 

.. 



.. 
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provided that 
I:Ev2 K5(x- Xj) ·wjh3 l-5. c. (6.13) 

j 

(6.13) is the continuous version of (6.12). We know that (6.13) holds on the 
lattice points Zk = h2 ·kin any ball B(R). If the radius R is large enough, 
then (6.13) is true for any x outside B(R) by Lemma 6.2. For any x E B(R), 
let Zk be the closest lattice point. We have 

ll:V2K6(x- Xj) ·Wjh3 -l:V2K6(Zk- Xj) ·Wjh3 l 
j j 

= lx- zki·ll:V3 K6(zk- Xj + Yjk) ·Wjh3 l 
j 

-< C(hfo? 

by the generalized Young's inequality and Lemma 6.1. This justifies (6.13). 
It follows from a similar argument that 

II: V 1 K5(x- Xj) · Wjh3 l -5_ Co2
-

1 

j 

for l > 2. For the higher order terms p<221 >, l = 1, · · ·, n- 1, we have 

IIP<221>11-t,p < CtiiP<221>IIo,p 
< C2A1IIl:V1+1

J(5(x- Xi) ·wih3 llo,oollcillo,p,h 
j 

-< C(A/8)1
-

1 Allcillo,p,h 
< CAIIcillo,p,h 

{6.14) 

by the generalized Young's inequality and (6.14). For the last term p~22n) we 
can apply the generalized Young's inequality and Lemma 6.1 to obtain 

provided that n ~ q' f(q'- q). For p~23 > we have 

IIP~23>IIo,p -< CtiHl: V K6(Xi- Xj) · £jh3
] • £illo,p,h 

j 

-< CtAIIl: V K5(Xi- Xi)· £jh
3 llo,p,h 

j 

< CAIIcillo,p,h 
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by the generalized Young's inequality, the assumption (3.16), and the argu
ment for v<n). 

By the Mean Value Theorem, 

p~3> = I:: V2 Ks(Xi- Xi+ Yii) · emjh3
-

j 

LV2 Ks(Xi- Xj + Yii) · ejTijh3 

j 

p~31) - p~32) 

IIP<31 lllo,p -< Ctll [ l:V2 Ks(Xi- Xi+ Yii) · Tijh3
] • ei llo,p,h 

j 

< Ct m~ I l:V2 Ks(Xi- Xj + Yij) · Tijh3 l·.lleillo,p,h 
' . 

J 

-< C(Af8)lleillo,p,h 
< Clleillo,p,h 

by the generalized Young's inequality and Lemma 6.1. Finally, 

IIP<32>IIo,p -< Ctll LV2 Ks(Xi- Xi+ Yii) · ejTijh3 llo,p,h 
j 

-< Ctll LMi~)leillriilh3 llo,p,h 
j 

-< C(>.J8)IIeillo,p,h 

< Clleillo,p,h 

by the generalized Young's inequality and Lemma 6.1. This finishes the the 
proof Qf (S3) for a fixed time. 

To extend the stability estimates for a fixed time to all timet E [0, T], we 
divide the interval [0, T] into N subintervals [tn, tn+t], n = 0, · · ·, N -1 with 
b.t = tn+t-tn = O(h4 ). Since the stability estimates hold for any fixed time 
except for an event of probability less than h0101lnhl, they hold on tn, n = 
0, · · ·, N --1 except for an event of probability less than C2h01 Cilnhl-4 which 
goes to zero faster than any polynomial rate by choosing the constant C large 
enough. We can extend the stability estimates attn to the stability estimates 
at any t E [tn, tn+t]· Notice that the proof of the stability estimates for a 
fixed time is based on Lemmas 5.2 and 6.1. The only statistics of Xi that 
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is required in the proofs of Lemma 6.1 and the stability lemma is about 
the density of the vortices (Lemma 5.2). X is treated as small perturbation 
from Xi. If ~tis small, then we can regard Xi(t) as small perturbation from 
Xi(tn), too. Hence in the proof of the stability lemma for any t E [tn, tn+I] 
we can follow exaCtly the same argument for tn. With the help of Lemma 
6.1, whenever we need to estimate a term involving Xi(t), we can write Xi(t) 
as Xi(tn) + Yi(t) with Yi(t) = Xi(t)- Xi(tn) and transform the estimate to 
time tn provided that 

(6.15) 

as required by Lemma 6.1. To prove (6.15), we need the following elementary 
property of Brownian motion. 

Lemma 6.2 Let W(t) be a standard Brownian motion in Rd. Then 

where b > 0 and the positive constants c1 , c2 only depend on d. 

See p.18 in Freedman [7] for a proof in R. Since 

Xi(t)- Xi(s) = 1t u(Xi(r), r) dr + ~ {W(t)- W(s)}, 

it follows that for all t E [tn, tn+I] 

IXi(t)- Xi(tn)l < Ctlt- tnl + ~IW(t)- W(tn)l 
< Ch4 + ~ IW(t)- W(tn)l. 

By Lemma 6.2 

which implies that 

faster than any polynomial in h as h --+ 0. Therefore 

(6.16) 
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which is more than enough to guarantee (6.15). This completes the proof of 
stability lemma for all time. 

We can extend the consistency estimates to all time by combining the 
consistency estimates for tn, n = 0, · · ·, N - 1, and the stability estimates 
for all time. For each t E [tn, tn+t], we have 

llufct)- u(Xi(t),t)llo,p,h 

< llufct)- uf(tn)llo,p,h + llufctn)- u(Xi(tn), tn)llo,p,h 

+llu(Xi(tn), tn)- u(Xi(t), t)llo,p,h 

-< Ct[IIXi{t)- Xi(tn)llo,p,h + llwi(t)- Wi{tn)ll-t,p 

+AIIwi(t)- Wi(tn)llo,p,h] + C2[6m + h(h/6)1
/
2lln hi] 

-< C[6m+h(h/6)112llnhl] (6.17) 

by (6.16) and the assumption that u has bounded derivatives. Therefore 

otgt~T llufct)- u(Xi(t), t)llo,p,h ~ C[6m + h(h/6)1
/
2lln hi]. (6.18) 

By the same argument we can justify 

llo.Buf{t)- o.Bu(Xi(t), t)llo,p,h ~ C[6m + 6-I.Bih(h/6)112lln hi] (6.19) 

and (C3) for all timet E [0, T]. 
The stability lemma can also be used to pass the pointwise consistency 

estimates (5.2) and (5.3) to the LP estimates (5.4) and (5.5). If the radius R 
of the ball B(R) is sufficiently large, then (5.4) and (5.5) are equivalent to 
the LP estimates on B(R) since u E £P(R3 ) and IXi(t)l ~ R/2 by Lemma 
6.2. For any x E B(R), let Zk = h2 • k be the lattice point closest to x. We 
write 

uh(x, t)- u(x, t) = [uh(x, t)- uh(zk, t)] + [uh(zk, t)- u(zk, t)] + 
[u(zk, t)- u(x, t)] 

= u<Il + u< 2> + u(3>. 

We have lu<3 >i :::; Ch2 and iu<2 >1 ~ C[om + h(h/6)112lln hi]. For u(l> we write 

uh(x, t)- uh(zk, t) = I: [Ks(x- Xi)- Ks(zk- Xi)]· Wih3 



• 
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By the same argument as for (6.7), 

m:x I ~V'Ks(zk- xi+ Yik) •Wjh3 l ~c. (6.20) 
I 

Hence 
lluh(x,t)- u(x, t)iiv(B(R)) ~ C[6m + h(h/6)112 lln hi] . 

(5.5) can be proved in the same way. Finally, both LP estimates can be ex
tended to all timet E [0, T] by following the argument for the corresponding 
discrete estimates. 
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7 Convergence 

To prove the convergence we need to assume that 

(7.1) 

and 
(7.2) 

(7.1) is stronger than the condition (3.16) in the stability lemma. The 
assumptions (7.1) and (7.2) will be justified later. Let 

TJ(t) = llei(t)llo,p,h + llc(x, t)ll-t,p + .XIIci(t)llo,p,h· 

We will show that 17(t) ~ C[6m + h(h/6)112 1ln hi]. For ei we have 

ufet)- u(Xi(t),t) 

= [uh(X\(t), t)- uh(Xi(t), t)] + [uh(Xi(t), t)- u(Xi(t), t)]. 

By applying (6.17) and (S1), we obtain 

lldeifdtilo,p,h ~ C[?J(t) +15m+ h(h/6)112 1ln hi]. (7.3) 

For €i we have 

Vuf(t)wi(t)- Vu(Xi(t), t)wi(t) 

[Vuf(t)wi(t)- Vufct)wi(t)] + [Vuf(t)wi(t)- Vu(Xi(t), t)wi(t)]. 

It follows from (6.19) and (6.10) that 

Let u = H *c. To compute the differential dllcll-t,p = dllullo,p, we 
need to use Ito's formula (chain rule in stochastic calculus) for continuous 
semimartingales. A continuous semimartingale is the sum of a continuous 
martingale and a process of bounded variation. Brownian motion W(t) is 
the canonical example of continuous martingales. The diffusion process X(t) 
is a semimartingale since by (3.3) it is the sum of a differentiable process 
and a Brownian motion. A smooth function of a continuous semimartingale 
is again a continuous semimartingale and its differential is given in the next 
lemma. 
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Lemma 7.1 {Ito's Formula) Let f E C2(R2 ) and Y(t) be a continuous 
semimartingale. Then 

df(Y(t)) = f'(Y(t))dY(t) + ~f"(Y(t))d{Y}(t). (7.5) 

where {Y}(t) is the quadratic variation ofY(t). 

The formal relation 

d{Y}(t) = [dY(t)] 2 

is a convenient device in computing the differentials. See e. g. [18] for a 
proof of Ito's formula and precise definitions of continuous martingales, semi
martingales, and quadratic variations. Since u is a smooth function of the 
diffusion processes Xi, u is a semimartingale. By Ito's formula, 

Thus we have 

On the other hand, 

with 

diu(x, t)IP = plu(x, t)IP-2u(x, t)du(x, t) 

+~p(p- 1)lu(x, t)IP- 2 [du(x, t)f 

Therefore 

dllallo,p = lluii~;P j iu(x,t)IP-2u(x,t)du(x,t)dx 

+~(p- 1 )lluii~;P j iu(x, t)IP-2 [du( x, t)]2 dx 

+~(1- P)lluiiO,![dllullo,v]2 

= (J(l) + (J(2) + (J(3). (7.6) 
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Notice that (}<3> :::; 0. We begin to estimate (J(l). Let H;. = H * 4>>.· It follows 
from Ito's formula that 

du(x, t) = LLH>.(x- Xi(t)) · ddci h3
] dt 

. t 
' -{ L [u(Xi(t), t) · V']H>.(x- Xi(t)) · Ei(t) h3

} dt 

+[v L V'2 H>.(x- Xi(t))Ei(t) h3
] dt 

' 
-J2VL: [V' H>.(x- Xi(t)) · dWi(t)]ci(t) h3 

i 

where u< 1>, u< 2>, u<3>, u<•> are the terms representing stretching, convection, 
diffusion, and the statistical error due to the finite number of vortices, re
spectively. For the stretching term involving u< 1 >, it follows from Holder's 
inequality that 

I j iu( x, t)IP-2 u( x, t )u<1>( x, t) dx I :::; ll1ulp-lllo,p•llu<1 > llo,p = llull~~1 llu< 1 > llo,p· 

where (1/p) + (1/p*) = 1. We have llu(l>llo,p = lldci/dtll-t,p with 

= V'uf(t)wi(t)- V'u(Xi(t),t)wi(t) 

= [Vuh(Xi(t),t)wi(t)- V'uh(Xi(t),t)wi(t)] + 
[V'uh(Xi(t),t)wi(t)- V'u(Xi(t),t)wi(t)]. 

By (C3) and (S3), 

llu(l>llo,p ~ C[TJ(t) + 8m + h(h/8)1
/

2 lln hi]. (7.7) 

In the convection term u< 2> we can replace u(Xi, t) by u(Xi, t)- u(x, t) 
without changing the integral (J(l) since 

f iu(x,t)IP-2u(x,t)(u(x,t) · V')u(x,t) dx JR3 
= f (u(x,t)·V')iu(x,t)IPdx JR3 
= f V'. [lu(x, t)IP. u(x, t)] dx JR3 
= 0. 
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by V ·U = 0 and Gauss' theorem. We redefine u<2>(x,t) = Lir(x,Xi(t);t) · 
C:i(t) h3 where 

r(x, y; t) = [( u(x, t)- u(y,t)) · V]HA(x- y). 

By Holder's inequality, 

We will show that 

(7.8) 

The proof of (7.8) is quite similar to the estimate of v~2 > in the stability 
lemma. The difference is that r contains the term u(x,t)- u(y,t) so that 
u< 2

> is not the convolution of C:i with certain function. Since we consider 
1Ju<2>(., t)llo,p for each fixed time, the variable t in r will be dropped for 
simplicity. We can write 

u< 2>(x, t) = J r(x, y)[~ cf>A(y- Xi(t))c:i(t) h3
] dy 

' 
+ L [r(x, Xi(t))- rA(x,Xi(t))]ci(t) h3 

i 

where rA(x,y) = fr(x,z)cf>A(Y- z) dz. 
We begin to show that 

(7.9) 

Let f be any element in LP" (R3 ). By the dualization procedure as in esti
mating v~21 >, (7.9) follows from 

II J r(x,y)J(x)dxllt,p•:::; Cll!llo,p•· (7.10) 

Since r is anti-symmetric, (7.10) is equivalent to 

II J r(x,y)f(y) dyllt,p•:::; CJI/IIo,p•· 
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Let 81 denote the partial derivative with respect to xz, l = 1, 2, 3. We have 

3 

o1r(x,y) = 2:: [8/um(x,t)]omH.\(x- y) +. 
m=l 

3 

2:: [um(x, t)- um(Y, t)]olomH.\(x- y) 
m=l 

~(l)(x,y) + ~(2>(x,y). 

Notice that H.\ is a radial function which implies that 8mH.\ is an odd 
function. Since u is bounded, it follows from Calder6n-Zygmund inequality 
that 

II j ~(l>(x,y)f(y) dyllo,p• ~ Cllfllo,p•· 

For ~<2 > we consider the expansion 

u(x,t)- u(y,t) = [(x- y) · V']u(x,t) + R(x,y) 

where R(x,y) =- J~(l- s)[(y- x) · V'] 2 u(x + s(y- x), t) ds. We write 

3 

~<2>(x,y) = 2:: {[(x- y) · V']um(x,t)}ozomH.\(x- y) + 
m=l 

3 

2:: Rm(x,y)ozomH>.(x- y) 
m=l 

~(21}(x,y) + ~(22}(x,y). 

Since V'u is bounded and XnO!OmH.\ is an odd function, it follows from 
Calder6n-Zygmund inequality that 

II j ~<21 >(x,y)f(y) dyllo,p• ~ Cllfllo,p•· 

Since IR(x,y)i ~ Clx- yl2 , ~< 22 ) is integrable with respect to the variable x 
or y. Therefore by generalized Young's inequality, 

II j ~<22>(x,y)f(y) dyllo,p• ~ Cll/llo,p•· 

This finishes the proof of (7.9). 
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For u<22> we consider the expansion 

f>.(x, y) = J f(x, z)<f>>.(Y- z) dz 

= j {f(x,y) + [(z- y) · V]f(x,y) + R(x,y,z)}</>>.(Y- z) dz 

= f(x, y) + j R(x, y, z)</>>.(Y- z) dz 

where 

rl 2 
R(x, y, z) = lo (1- s)[(z- y). V] r(x, y + s(z- y)) ds. 

Let 
'll(x, y) = f>.(x, y)- f(x, y) = j R(x, y, z)<f>>.(Y- z) dz. 

Let 81 denote the partial derivative with respect to y1, l = 1, 2, 3. We have 

3 

818mf(x, y) = - L: (818mun(Y, t))8nH>.(X- y) 
n=l 

3 

- L: [8lun(Y, t)8m + 8mun(Y, t)8,]8nH>.(X- y) 
n=l 

3 

+ 'L: [(un(x,t)- Un(Y, t)]818m8nH>.(X- y). 
n=l 

Since H>. and its derivatives satisfy Lemma 4.4 with 6 replaced by -\, we 
have 

l818mf(x, Y)l < C-\-4
, Vx, y 

l818mf(x, Y)l < Clx- Yl-4, lx- Yl ;::: -\. 

Therefore 

l'll(x, Y)l ::; J IR(y, z)I<I>>.(Y- z) dz::; c-\-2
' Vx, y 

and for lx - Yl ;::: 2-\, 

l'll(x, Y)l < 9-\2 max max l8.6f(x,z)lj4>>.(Y-Z)dz 
1.61=2 lz-yl9 

< Ct-\2(lx- Yl - -\)-4 

< C -\2lx - Yl-4 
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since lx - zl ~ lx - Yl - lz- Yl ~ lx - Yl/2 ~ A. The result in Lemma 6.1 
with I.BI = 2 and o replaced by A is applicable and we have 

llu<22
) llo,p ~ C Allcillo,p,h· 

This finishesthe proof of (7.8). 
The diffusion term u<3

) has negative contribution since 

with 

[ lu(x, t)IP-2u(x, t)V2u(x, t) dx 
}R3 

= - j V[lu(x,t)IP-2u(x,t)] · Vu(x,t) dx 

-(p- 1) j lu(x, t)IP-21Vu(x, tW dx 

< 0 

V[luiP-2u] = lulv-2vu + uVIuiP-2 
= luiP-2Vu + u[(p- 2)luiP-4uVu] 

(p- 1 )luiP-2V u. 

For the statistical error term involving u<4
), we consider the stochastic 

integral 

_y"j; ~lot lluii~~P fi( s) · €i( s) h3 

' 
' (7.11) 

where the (vector) stochastic differential 

We will show that 

(7.12) 

~ is a continuous martingale since each summand ~i is. The quadratic vari
ation of ~(t) is 

(~)( t) = 2vh3 lot llull~~-p) { ~ gJ2
)( s) · cf( s) h3

} ds 
I 
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with g~2)(t) = E~=l,m [9i;l,m(t)]2 
where 

9i;l,m(t) = j lu(x, t)l!'-2u,(x, t)8mH>.(x- Xi(t)) dx. 

It has been shown that any continuous martingale can be transformed into 
a Brownian motion by a (random) change of time according to its quadratic 
variation. More specifically, we have 

~(t) = W({~}(t)) (7.13) 

almost surely for a suitably defined Brownian motion W. See Theorem 4.6 
in [18] for more details and a proof. By utilizing (7.13), one can prove the 
next lemma which generalizes Lemma 6.2 to continuous martingales. 

Lemma 7.2 Let M(t) be a continuous martingale. If the quadratic varia
tion (M}(t) ::; at for certain constant a > 0, then for fixed T > 0, 

P{ max IM(t)l ~ b}::; Ct(ffl/b)exp(-c2b2/aT). 
09~T 

See p. 232 in [18] for a proof. We need to estimate the quadratic variation 
(~}(t). By Holder's inequality, 

~ 9!2) · ct h3 
::; 119!2) llo.~,h · llctllo.~,h = 119!2) llo.~,h · llcill~.p,h· 

I 

Moreover, it follows from the generalized Young's inequality (iii) in Lemma 
4.6 that 

ll9i;l,m ~~~ 22.. h 
'p-2' 

< II IV H>.(x- Xi)lll~ ·ll1uiP- 2 ull~....!!... 
'p-1 

II IV H>.(x- Xi)lll~ ·llull~~-l). 

Since IIV H>.ll5,2::; ClA-3 and Ei IV H>.(X- xiw h3 ~ C2A-3
, 

119 ~ 2)11 ....!!... --< CA-3 IIull2(v-t). 
1 o,P_2 ,h- o,p 

Therefore by (7.1) 

(~}(t) ~ Ctvh3 A-3 lot llci(s)ll~.p,h ds ~ Cvh3 A2h-3 t::; Cvh36-1 t. (7.14) 
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Notice that the event of (7.14) being violated has extremly small but positive 
probability since it is possible that 

(7.15) 

for some i and t. In Lemma 7.2 the quadratic variation is assumed to be 
bounded by a constant times t. Therefore we need to modify the process 
~(t) before applying Lemma 7.2. To remove the undesired feature (7.15), we 
use the stopping time 

to define the truncated process 

and the martingale 

The quadratic variation ({}(t) of the martingale {(t) satisfies 

({}(t) ~ Cvh36-1t. 

Let b = Ch(h/6)112iln hi. By Lemma 7.2, 

P{ max i{(t)i > b} 
O<t<T -

~ Ct(C2h36-1T)112b-1 exp [- C3b2h-36T-1 ] 

~ Ct(C2T)112exp[-C3T-1C2ilnhi2] (7.16) 

which goes to zero faster than any polynomial rate by choosing C large 
enough or h small enough. Furthermore, 

P{ max i~(t)i ~ Ch(h/6)112iln hi} 
o::;t~T 

< P{ max i{(t)i ~ Ch(h/6)1
/
21ln hi}+ 

o::;t~T 

P{ici(t)i > >.(>./6)112, for some i and t}. 

Hence (7.12) follows from (7.16) and (7.1). 
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For 8<2> it follows Holder's inequality and generalized Young's inequality 
that 

~(~ .. - 1)lluii~;P j lo-IP-2(du)2 dx 

= v(p- 1)h3 llo-II~;P{ j lo-IP-2
{ ~ [V H>.(x- Xi)]

2
cf h3

} dx }dt 

' 
< v(p- 1)h3 lluii~;P ·llullg;

2 ·II IV H>.(x- Xi)llh · llctllo,~,hdt 

--{ Ch3 .x-3 llo-IIO,! ·llcillg,p,hdt 

< Cllo-IIO,! · -X2 IIcdl5,p,hdt 

since .X= hq' with q' < 3/5. By combining (7.6), (7.7), (7.8), and (7.12), we 
obtain 

llu(·,t)llo,p ~ c{6m+h(h/6)1
/

2 llnhl 

+fat [7J(s) + .X2 IIci(s)llg,p,hllu(·,s)ll0,!] ds }. (7.17) 

There is an undesirable term Ilo-Ilo,! in (7.17). It is quite plausible that 

(7.18) 

However, (7.18) is difficult to prove even if it is true. A simple way to get 
around this difficulty is to consider the sum of the squares: 

((t) = llei(t)llg,p,h + llc(x, t)ll:l,p + -X2 IIci(t)ll5,p,h· 

Let K =15m+ h(h/6)112 lln hi. We have 

and 

d 2 [ 2 ] dtllei(t)llo,p,h ~ 2llei(t)llo,p,hlldeifdtllo,p,h ~ C K + ((t) (7.19) 

d . 
-X2 dt llci(t)llg,p,h ~ 2-X2 IIci(t)llo,p,hlldci/dtllo,p,h ~ C[K2 + ((t)] (7.20) 

by (7.3) and (7.4). It follows from Ito's formula. and (7.6) that 

dllc(x, t)ll:l,p = dllo-(x, t)llg,p 

= 2llo-llo,pdllo-llo,p + [dllullo,p]
2 

= 2llullo,p(8(ll + 8<2>) + (2- p)(dllo-llo,p?· (7.21) 
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We assume that p ~ 2 so that the last term in (7.21) can be ignored. By 
integrating (7.21) we obtain 

lle(x, t)ll~t,p ~ c{ ~2 +lot ((s) ds }. (7.22) 

The only thing that requires some justification in obtaining (7.22) is about 
the statistical error term involving cr< 4>. There is an extra factor llcrllo,p in 
the stochastic integral (7.11). We follow the same argument as before except 
that the quadratic variation is now bounded by 

Ctvh3~-3 lot llcr(x,s)ll~,pllei(s)ll~.p,h ds ~ Cvh6o-2t 

by the assumptions (7.1) and (7.2). Combining (7.19), (7.20), and (7.22), 
we have 

((t) ~ c{ ~2 +lot ((s) ds }. (7.23) 

By Gronwall's inequality, ((t) ~ C~2 • Hence 

TJ(t) ~ C[om + h(hfo)112 iln hi] (7.24) 

for 0 :S t :S T. 
To complete the proof, we need to justify the assumptions (3.15), (7.1), 

and (7.2) for 0 :S t :S T. (7.2) is an immediate consequnce of (7.24). Since 
h3 ·maxi ieiiP :S lleill~,p,h' we have 

m~ lei I :S h-3/PIIeillo,p,h ~ Ch~-!-~ lln hi :S .X2 

' 
provided that m > 2q'fq with q' sufficiently close to q. By (C2) and (6.10), 

lldei/dtilo,p,h ~ Ct[o-1 llei(t)llo,p,h + llei(t)llo,p,h + (hfo)312 1lnhl] 

~ C[llei(t)llo,p,h + om-t + (hfo?l2 lln hi]. 

Hence by Gronwall's inequality, 

and 

m~ lei I :S h-3/PIIeillo,p,h ~ Ch-~(hfo)312 1ln hi :S .X512o-312 

' 
fort < T by choosing p, m large enough and h small enough. This completes 
the proof for the convergence of particle paths. 

~ .. 

"· 
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Remark The constraint 1/3 < q in Theorem 1 follows from the condition 
2E < 3q -1 in the stability lemma 2.2 since the proof in [5] used the estimate 

which loses a factor of h. Here we estimate llcillo,p,h directly from the con
sistency and the stability lemmas so that the correct factor 8-1 is obtained. 
This removes the constraint 1/3 < q. 

For the convergence of discrete velocity we have 

lluNt)- u(Xi(t), t)llo,p,h 

< lluf(t)- uNt)llo,p,h + lluf(t)- u(Xi(t),t)llo,p,h 

~ C[7](t) + 8m + h(h/8)112 lln hi] 

~ C[8m + h(h/8)112 1lnhl] 

by (C1), (S1), and (7.24). For the convergence of the continuous velocity, 
we again consider the lattice points of spacing h2 inside the ball B(Ro) and 
write 

uh(x,t)- u(x,t) = [uh(x,t)- uh(zk,t)] + [uh(zk,t)- u\zk,t)] 

+[uh(zk, t)- u(zk, t)] + [u(zk, t)- u(x, t)] 
= u(l> + u< 2> + u< 3> + u< 4> 

where Zk = h2 • k is the lattice point closest to x. The set of all points 
x closest to zk is the square centered at Zk with side length h2• We have 
iu<4 >1 ~ Ch2 and lu(3>1 ~ C[8m + h(h/8)112 lln hi]. For u< 1> we write 

with IZikl ~ IXi- Xil + l~kl ~ 8. Hence iu< 1>1 ~ Ch2 by (6.20). For u<2> we 
write 
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It follows from the argument for v<tt) in (Sl) that 

II~ v Ks(zk- xi+ Yik). CiWih3 llo,p,h2 ~ Clleillo,p,h· 
' 

Notice that V Ks(zk -Xi+ Yik) is approximated by V Ks(zk- Zi) where 
Zi is the closest lattice point in A . Z3 , not in h2 • Z3 . This justifies the 
convergence of continuous velocity. 
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